A Deserted Medieval Farmstead at Sadler's Wood,
Lewknor
By R. A.

CHAMBERS

INTRODUCTION

May 1972 a previously unknown Medieval site' (SU 734962, Fig. I), was
identified during clearing operations at Sadler's Wood for the new Christmas
Common diversion road. The clearance also exposed several field boundaries
and a possible sunken trackway (FIG. 2). Pottery indicated occupation at this
site from the early 13th to the end of the 14th century. No documentary record
of the site has been found.

I

The phases
Phase I
Phase II

Structures I and II
Structure III.

SITUATION

Sadler's Wood lies on the south-west side of the Chiltern escarpment at the
head of a valley, the upper part of which is now dry. The land surrounding
the site to the west and the north is on a gentle slope which abruptly steepens to
the east and south (FIG. I).
The site is 800 ft. above sea level with the spring line 400 ft. below to the
north-west. Shirburn Lodge, one and a half miles to the south-west, lies on the
same escarpment ridge and has a similar topographical situation. Here a well
head at 797 ft. O.D. is recorded' as providing a constant 15-18 ft. of water at
a depth of some 400 ft. This suggests that the water table is between 350 400 ft.
below the excavated site.
The local subsoil consists of Plateau Driftsl and Sarsen. stones, and overlies
a thin deposit of Clay with Flints that in turn caps the Chalk.
I Excavated under the site name of .VtW Christmas Commvn Rood Wtst;
the site T«ords are deposited
at the Oxford City and County MUieulU. Woodstock.
I am indebted to Mr. A. Boarder who reported the black soil that indicated the proence of the site.
I would also like to express my warmest thanks to Mr. J. La\\oTen~ of the Mynd Woodland Trust, who
allowed access into Sadler's Wood. Also to Mr. Frank Holmes of Hill Farm, StokenC'hu.ch. for much
interest, help and advice during the excavation and ~tr. John Hazelden of the Soil Sur.·ey of England
and Wales, who generously gave both time and advice on geological aspeclJ. Mn. joyce ()Qnald undertook documentary research and Mn. j. M. Cham ben kindly typed out the text.
I A note by j. H. Blake in R. H. Tiddeman, I \Vater Supply orOxforcWlire I, .lftm. ofllu Ctol. Surw,J

('9 '0).

lJ. L. Loveday, • Plateau DeposilJ or the Southern Ch.iltern Hills' J hoc. CeDI . •~1Jn., LXXIn (1g62I,

83·

4 R. J. Small d ai .. TIu Sarstn SlOfW 0/ tJu Marlborough Downs and their Geomorplwlogical Impli(atioflS.
Southampton Research Series in Geography, NO.4 (June, 1967).
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THE EARTHWORKS

A survey of the earthworks in the wood was undertaken to investigate the
limits 01 the Medieval settlement (FIG. 2), but this was badly hampered by undergrowth (PLs. IV, V). The earthworks all lay to the north of the new diversion
road and were surrounded by a ditch. The survey revealed a U-shaped building
platform surrounding a depressed central area, pos<ibly representing a yard open
to the east. Botll wings of the platform showed the !lint foundations of rectangular
buildings. At the eastern end of the south wing a long, wide mound rose some
1'2 m. before falling off slightly into the yard area.
The surrounding ditch was most pronounced to the south (D I) and east
as DI turned northwards into the wood (Dla), where it crossed the open end of
the yard. Immediately north of this there was a break in the east side of the ditch
of which no more was then seen because of impenetrable undergrowth. Ditch
D I at its western end shallowed abruptly before turning north-eastwards for
17 m. as a slight hollow passing below the corner of a building (FIG. 3). A postmedieval sawyer's pit P3, Fig. 2), marked the turning position of this linear
hollow which then ran N.N .E. slightly uphill and slightly deeper than before,
until a wide oval depression. F2) was reached. Estimated at two metres deep
in the centre, the general shape suggests an overgrown dew pond. To the cast
of F2, a shallow ditch that bounded the northern side of the settlement was
indicated by a linear depression along the tops of the closely spaced conifer
saplings. North of this there appeared to be no further major earthworks.
The main entrance to the site was not located.
Other features exposed by the roadway (FIG. 2) included three land boundaries to the west of the settlement (B2 -41. and two trackways TI and T2.
TI was probably modern. T2, its west side Slink into the sloping ground,
crossed the new diversion road and ran to the present Upper Vicar's Farm. To
the east of the site lay a single ditch and bank boundary (B I) which skirted the
break of slope overlooking the valley head. These features were concealed by
thick undergrowth oil both sides of the new road.

THE EXCAVATIO;'llS (PLs. IV, v)
The excavation of the site and related features was confined to the area
threatened by the construction of the new road (FIG. 2). As much of the topsoil
as possible was removed mechanically and the land boundary ditches already
described were sectioned.
EXTERNAL FEATURES

Each ditch (BI-4) was filled with sterile grey, ninty silt and humus levels
and in e"ery case the single bank lay to the settlement side of the ditch.
BI lay to the east of the site, consisting of a bank I' 25 m. above and to the
west of the bottom of the o' 75 m. deep ditch . B2 lay to the west of the site
and consisted of a bank 0·8 m. above and east of the bottom of the o' 5 m. deep
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ditch. B3 and B{ ran close and almo t parallel to each other and both were
of similar dimensions to B2.
After sectioning, TI appeared to be modem, although there was no dating
evidence. T2 was not investigated any further.
THE SETTLEMENT

South qf Ditch D /
The area of unusually black soil (layer I) that initially disclosed the existence
of this settlement did not extend north of ditch D I and any remains within the
black soil were obliterated by the contractor's work except for a short black
soil-filled ditch. This, however, may have been produced by a machine.
Within two areas, A (153 sq. m.) and B (220 sq. m.) (FIG. 2), the subsoil
was mechanically cleaned to reveal two pits (PI and P2, Fig. 2). Pit PI appeared
rectangular in plan and measured 1'25 m. by 2'0 m. by over I m. deep. From
its fill of charcoal specks and traces of ash in a flinty black soil, several sherds of
Medieval pottery were recovered along with some residual Romano-British
coarse ware. The Medieval pottery was contemporary with that from the rest
of the site though unfortunately the pit could not be fully excavated and its use
established.
A shallow pit P2 (section A ·n, Fig. 5) contained a uniform illl of charcoal
and ash traces in black soil. Some minute soft and sooted fragments of clay,
with a finely gritted red fabric, were also present. Although there was no heat
discoloration of the natural Oint-laden clay bottom, it suggested the site of a
small fire.
North qf Ditch D /
The portion of each building that lay north of the diversion road boundary
was not excavated except in the case of Structure III where the walls were traced
by clearing the topsoil to complete the foundation plan. Phase I comprised
Structures I and II which were the earliest identified and were enclosed within
a ditch which in Phase II was recut after tlw replacement of the former structures
by Structure III.
Phast I, Structure I
A small area of the Structure III clay floor was removed to a depth of
approximately 10 cm. (FIG. 3) to expose the remains of an earlier structure. This
comprised a curved foundation (F3) of angular flints set in chalky, orange clay,
the whole of whieh ended just before the northern edge of the trench. A brown
soil rich in chalk and charcoal flecks and containing pottery fragments attributable
to the second half of the 13th century was retained by this foundation, except at
the northern edge of the excavation. Here a spillage merged into a black
occupational debris spread that overlay a rough flint cobble set on the subsoil,
probably a yard area.S Phase I occupational debris probably contributed the
major proportion of the black oil layer (I) to the south of ditch Dl. In the
~
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SIde of the Phase II recut ofD. a heavily burnt area of subsoil (F4 was exposed.
This lay at the bottom of layer., "hich at this point was much thinner.
To the cast of<ection I ] (FIG. 5) more ofth. Structure III £loor was removed
exposing an area of amorphous £lint rubble. Both this rubble and the black
spread contained fragments of roofing tiles, but as this occurred only in the upper
In"els it is thought to be later contamination.
South of the site the Phase I ditch aver2ged 0.70 m. deep by • ·0 m. wide
(Sections ~!-N, G H, 1-], L K, Figs. 5 and 6). Westwards the ditch showed
as a slight subsidence and ran off at an angle underneath Room 5 (Structure III)
whilst east"ards the Phase I ditch appeared to have been cleaned out rather than
recut during Phase II.

Tht Mound (FJ)
The ea tern end of tructure II was built on the side of a distinct mound
(I. , which remained uninvestigated except for a mechanically-cut section
acro D. which disturbed the eastern edge. This revealed that the mound,
compo","d of subsoil with which \\as mixed some chalk and charcoal £lecks, sealed
a thin black layer of burnt dcbris.
SlntcluTt II

FIG ..I

The ",",cavation re,"ealed the south and west wall foundations of a rectangular
building some •• m. long by possibly 4" 5 m. wide. Of the exterior walls, only
the £lint foundations remained. One or two courses (8· '7 cm.) below ground
level, some of the £lints had been knapprd before being set in line and packed
"ith chalky clay. Traces of a sandy, lime mortar topping the foundatiOn>
indicated mortared walls (often an indication that an ecclesiastical or manorial
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building is being excavated).6 To the east, the south wall foundation had in
part been destroyed and it finally merged into a thin amorphous rubble spread
which entirely enveloped the east end. The south-west corner of the building
had been strengthened by a single, large, roughly squared flint from wruch
extended the west end foundation that lay below thc Structure III east end wall.
The width of this building was indicated by an unshaped sarsen cornerstone left
in situ in the end wall of Structure III, although perhaps because of later tree
disturbance remains of the north wall were not evident on removal of a small
area of topsoil
The eastern of two possible N.-S. internal partition walls showed as a single
course ofnints extending 0'4 m. from the south wall junction wruch was strengthened by a large squared flint. A conglomerate boulder suggested a western
internal partition although no foundations remained. These were probably
removed when the eastern partition wall was demolished for alterations.
The alterations comprised one or possibly two hollow constructions, one to
the east and one to the south of the centre of the building. The eastern construction IF?) which suggested a corn dr)';ng kiln,7 was made of mortared roofing
tile laid flat, and formed a curved wall, V-shaped in plan, of which the east side
was represented by fragmentary remains. Whether the apex of the V formed
part of the south wall or whether it was an internal addition could not be ascertained since the south wall did not survive at that point. The second internal
construction (F8) comprised two mortared flint walls, 0 ·65 m. wide, butted at
right angles to form a rectangular hollow 2 . 0 m. X t· 5 m. against the south wall,
and another approximately N .-S. wall of mortared roofing tile laid nat. To the
north-west in the floor of the adjacent trench, some roofing tile appeared set on
edge. These hollow, nibble-filled features, wruch showed no signs of burning,
extended northwards under the edge of the excavation and would have required
further work to identify them positively, as only half the plan of trus building
was revealed. The rubble fill of each of the two features was not removed.
To the east the floor surface appeared clean of any rubbish. The floor
itself was of hard-packed chalky clay laid on the subsoil and showed no stratigraphical changes. To the western end the floor level was darker and contained
trodden-in occupational refuse from Phase II. A tiled roof is suggested by the
tiled fittings inside and the tile scatter in the overlying debris layer, although it is
not possible to gauge how much tile was derived from Structure III.

Phase II, Structure III (FIG. 3)
There were several stages of construction in this building which began with
a levelling of the Phase I structures. The rubble was covered with a layer of
chalky clay, possibly Phase I wall infilling, into which foundations similar to those
of Structure II were laid. The construction level lying directly on the subsoil
'Beresford and Hunt. op. nt., 94.
7 E. M. Jope, • Com Drying Kilns at Beere, Devon', Aftd. A"h., If (19S8), 123-+. A similar 13th
century feature interpreted as a corn drying kiln. This also showed no .igns of burning except at the
entrance. which at the Sa.dlers \Vood aite rt:m.:lined beyond the limit of the excavation.
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indicated that to the west the dip marking the silted Phase I ditch had been
cleared of topsoil.
The walls were constructed almost entirely of flint knapped on the exterior
face and well laid in a sand and lime mortar. Broken roofing tile was used for
le,'eiling lip cOllrse work, and exclusively in the construction of drain arches.
The course work for the - S drainage channel in Room I alternated between
roof tile and knapped nint (PL. v ).
The walls first constructed formed Room 5 with a wall stub incorporated
into the sOllth corner, and tlus was laIer extended to form the south wall of the
wing. A drain arch was incorporated into this south wall at the east end and
wall stubs were built out to begin the N.-S. partition walls. The construction of
the east end and drainage channel walls and the northern end drain arch was
added next, possibly at the same time or just before the major part of the north
and partition walls. Three limestone blocks channelled water which nowed
from the cast into this drain. A short length of an E.- \\'. nint wall which from
its alignment probably lay against the N.E. corner of the building possibly acted
as the second side of the water channel but was only observed where it projected
above the rubble, bclow the modern turf line. The S.E. corner was quoined
with a rounded sarsen boulder, whilst a second sarsen near the centre of the east
wall may have represented the N.W. corner of the Phase I building left in situ.
This second sarsen boulder appeared to be a natural occurrence (left undisturbed
and incorporated into the waU because of the difficulty of removing it with the
major portion still buried. Within the Structure III north wall which butted
against Room 5, a limestone block strengthened the easternmost partition junction
whilst two large voids at the other junctions suggested limestone blocks that had
subsequently been robbed out.
The ditch digging was probably undertaken next, whilst a small salient
building (Room I) was marked out to the S.E. of Ihe present building. The
ditch digging comprised cutting a shallow drainage trench (Section C- D, Fig. 5)
around Room 5, slopcd to now into a wide re-cut of the Phase I ditch. After
12m. this narrowed to funnel the now through a flint-walled channel built
through the end of Room I. This emptied eastwards into a ditch that after 14 m.
turned northwards into the wood. This eastern ditch appeared to be the reconstituted Phase I ditch cleaned out but little widened.
The small salient room, Room I, was constructed with roughly squared
limestone quoinwork and well-knapped and laid nint walls which, however, had
no foundations. Within this room, only 7 sq. m. internally, three walls each
added separately formed the drainage channels and were butt-jointed at each
end to the tiled drain arches (PL. v) each of which was approximately 30 em.
high by 30 em. wide. The threshold for the narrow north entrance to this room
was made up of several courses of mortared roofing tile laid nat onto the noor
surface. As there were no post-holes to indicate doo r jambs, a door must have
been hinged to the wooden superstructure which for this purpose must have
begun near the ground, indicating that here the walls originally stood little or
no higher than when excavated.
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The floors in Rooms 2, 3, 4 and 5 were of flinty orange-brown clay, which in
Room 5 lay to a depth ofo· 5 m. to level up the hollow of the Phase I ditch beneath.
Within Room 2, the floor was not finished until the pounded chalk floor laid in
Room I was continued along either side of the drainage channel. Where the
floor level. were sectioned no stratigraphy was found.
Thus structure III comprised at least two contemporary parts meeting at
an angle of 110. The extensive roofing tile rubble layer that sealed it and
filled the ditches indicated that the building had a tiled roof. Within the ditch
rubble traces of chalky clay suggested collapsed daub from wall infilling and a
quantity of white wall plaster lay within the drain channel in Room 2. Originally
the wing was partitioned into four separate rooms of which the easternmost,
Room 2, layover a drain which passed through the building. This mayor may
not have served the room. Clean, buff, clay silts which lined the bottom and
the almost refuse-free outflow residue indicated that the drain carried very little
domestic refuse. Except for Room I the threshold to every entrance lay at
sleeper beam level.
The amount of building rubble and the Room 1 doorway already mentioned,
suggested that the construction was of dwarf walls which supported unaided
a wooden superstructure. This was indicated by the absence of post rests and
major post-holes. The exterior walls showed an average width of 60 cm.,
20 cm. wider than the partition walls.
In the later life of this building a central hearth ( PL. IV, B), I m. square, of
broken roofing tile set on edge in lime mortar was added, in the style of tile
hearths in other elaborate buildings. 8 To make way for the hearth, the western
partition wall appears to have been demolished to produce an enlarged room
(Room 4). A second tiled feature set in the corner on the eastern side of the
remaining stub of partition wall required further excavation.
Dating evidence was scanty, the ditch (DI) fill contained very little pottery
or other dateable objects whilst inside Structure III the floors were kept clean.
Outside the north entrance to Room I a little pottery and other domestic refuse
had collected, which furthers the idea that the site of Structure II was open
ground by that time.
After desertion, it appears that the building was left to rot and collapse.
Whether any timbers were robbed out cannot be deduced, but it appears that for
the area excavated only two large limestone blocks have been removed and that
the walls are standing only centimetres below their fuJI height. These limestone
blocks may have been removed long after the collapse of the structure had made
them accessible. The site probably then reverted to scrub and later on woodland.
A post-Medieval sawyer's pit (P3) 9 interrupted the line of the Phase I ditch, the
upcast from which produced a false ditch end. Several otl,er sawyers' pits
were visible within the wood.

•J.

G. Hurst, • The Kitchen Area
, Identified by M. Aston.
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TilE FINDS
Roore'o TILE

The roofing tile from all parts of the site had imilar dimensions and red 'andy
fabrics that occasionally ,howed a grey, reduced core. A very few fragments of flat
tile had a patchy greenish-brown glaze and over-firing had vitrified the surface areas
on otht.,.s. • bill' were slightly di tortrd. The tiks had been produced in moulds
but the random placing or nail and peg holes indicated that th
had been added
afterwards by eye. ...one bore idl ntification marks.
Samples of flat tile takt'n from Room I drain arches were measured for overall
dimensions with the following results :
Ko.
Variation
Predominant
of
(mm.)
Measurement
Samples
(mm.)
Wid th
23
t 68--203
'78
Length
6
280--292
280
'Thickness
24
H>-16
'3
(Both thickness and length arc independent)
Both the ridge and comer tHe varied in thicknt"$! from 168-2:02 mm., their curva·
tures varird between (00°_150° for comcr tile and goo-135° for the ridge tile. This
was partly due to distortion \-\-,jtmn the kiln. The comer tiles had one nail hole each,
square or diamond-shaped. The ridge tile was undecorated.

DUCTiplionJ (FlG. 7)
I). Flat roofing tiles with plain red, sandy fabrics and round peg holes.

(a) 12 mm. thick with 15 mm. dia. holes, top soil.
(b) t3 mm. thick with '5 mm. dia. holes, layer 32/2.
(c) '7 mm. thick with 12 mm. dia. holes, layer 32/2.
(d) '5 mm. thick with '3 mm. dia. holes, layer 32/1.
2}. Corner roofing tile with plain red, sandy fabric. '4 mm. thick and a 7 mm. square
nail hole; la)cr 32;2.
3). Ridge roofing tile with plain red, sandy fabric '4 mm. thick; layer 32/2.
FLOOR TILR

The top soil contailll'd several fragments of floor tile of unglazed red, sandy
fabrics, 2 2'5 cm. thick. One fragment had been stabbed with ke)ing holrs on its
underside. These holes were bolh randomly spaced and irregular in size and shape
up to 6 mm. across and two-trurds of the tile thickness deep.
STONE

A residual Prehistoric flint core came from the Phase II construction level.
Several pieces of limestone roofing late were found, and some had retained their nail
holes intact. Two rim fragments of a lim lone mortar came from the Structure III,
Room 4 floor make up. The internal diameter was approximately 3' cm. and the
wall thickness varied between 3-4 em. Each fragment had a stub handle level with
the rim. A small whetstone fragment was found broken at each end, composed of
gamet-quartz~mjca-schist j'O the centre of the fragment had been worn down to a
waist from a width of approximately t· 7 cm. and o' 7 cm. thickness. A flat, broken
lump of coarse grained Millstone Grit lO some 17 em. across by 10 em. thkk, was
found near Fig. 7, no. 4. One flat surface was smooth and suggested part of a lower
quern stone .
.. Kindly identified by Philip Powell. Univ. Mus., Oxford.
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Dumptions (FIG. 7)
4). Upper quem stone fragment, probably Millstone Grit conglomerate.
tooled radii on the undersIde; from the rubble above Structure II.

Faintly

IROS

Iron obJects not illu trated mclude 34 nail from various la),ers. \\bere the
shape remain visible each wa" flat headed, up to 7 em. long and forged with a square
cross-s("clion to the tapered shank. Some "..'erc for securing corner tiles. Two honeshoe fragments came from the Structure III debris levels, neither bring a complete
side. An irregular oval iron ring, 8'5 em X 5'3 em. and 1,6 em. square in cross
section. lay on the Structure Ill, Room 3 floor surface. Its use is not evident.
Desmptwns (FIG. 7)
5). Po ibly a hanger from a window shutter. From bottom of top. oil.
6). Door hinge trap, end fragment with one nail hole having retained a flat headed
nail. From bottom of topsoil.
7). Flat headed nail, square sectioned shank. From bottom of the topsoil.
8). Po"ibly well worn horse-shoe nail; the head is as wide as the shank. From
bottom or the topsoil
9). Nail> From bottom of the topsoil.
LEAD

From the base of the topsoil and the Structure III roof tile debris layer came two
waste cuttings and three fragments of 3 mm. thick lead heet with closely .paced
impressions of large-headed nails, each 2-2' 5 em. acro~. The close spacing of the
nail holes suggest that these may have been for a watertight joint, as on a water tank
or a roof fitting.
Dumptions FIG. 7)
10). Lead sheet 3 mm. thick with a nail impreision on one ide.
Edges a and b have
been sherr cut ; edge b appears clean and unmarked which suggests that this is possibly
a cutting dropped by lead robber. after desertion of Structure Ill. From the Structure
III tile dd>ris layer.
I I).
Lead sheet 3 mm. thick with two nail holes, one having retained a flat headed
iron nail. From the Structure III tile debris layer.

OLASS (FlO.

7, I.)

Dark blue glass bead with central perforation, 11 mm. outer diameter, presumably
14th century; from Structure III tile debris la),er. Half of a red bead of similar .ize
was found at Seacourt" (fig. 3., 12), though th .. may have been residual Roman.

Identified by Professor B. J. MARPLES
\Vithin the area excavated animal remairu wefe scanty and in no instance had
an area given to the general dumping of domestic rcrw e ~en excavated. Therefore
the remains identified cannot be regarded as a near complete or proportional representation of the food and other domestic animals present at that time. Some of the
bone came from building debris immediately below the topsoil and also the topsoil
itself giving an indication of the animals present after the desertion of the site.
The collection consists of about 103 fragmentary bones, some of which can be
identified as follow. :
THE ANUlAL 80,""£5.
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12
Pig
12
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7
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2
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Birds

Goo«
Pheasant
? Fowl

7
1

3

Four unidentified fragments of bone were cut, suggesting meat dressed for human
consumption.
inc of the twelve fragments of Pig came from the skull, but few (2 of 12) of those
of Sheep. The Red Deer is represented by a tooth and a fragment of antler, the Horse
by part of a radius and the Polecat by a skull. There were few fragments of vertibrae
or ribs.
The Goose bones are interesting in that they consist of 4 metacarpals and 3 proximal
phalanges. It seems possible that the tips of the wings had been cut off in order to
retain the primary feathers for the fletching of arrows, goose feathers being the best
for this purpose.
Tk topsoil scaled the structural debris that overlay the Medieval buildings. Thirtyeight fragments of bone were found of which nineteen were identified as representing
Pig, Sheep, Polecat, Goo~e, and po_ sil>Iy two immature fowl. Of the unidentified
fragments I was cut and two were chewed.
Pig. Fragmt"nt of ja"..· with 4 teeth, all wonl. Proximal half of ulna. Distal
part of jaw with teeth. One rib. One fragment of skull. Part of pelvis, may be red
decr). Fragment of jaw. Sheep. t tooth. Polecat. Part of skull. Goo«. Part
of proximal phalanx of wing. Fowl. Fragments suggest :2 immature fowl. Birds.
1 part tibia.
Immtdialt/y btlow Ik wpsoil the layers of structural debris, mainly roof tile from the
decay of Stru ture III contained the remains of Pig, Sheep, Ox, Goose and l~owl.
Pig. 2 jaw fragments. 4 teeth. Fragment of ulna. Sheep. I humerus, very
immature. I tooth. Fragment of scapula. Fragment of pelvis. Ox. Part of
pelvis. Goose. 3 metacarpals. Fowl. Proximal half of ulna, suggestive of pheasant.
Tk Phase /I occupation levels contained little domcstic refuse although Pig, Sheep,
Ox, Goose and Bird bones were present.
Pig. Skull fragments, with last molar just beginning to wear, the next anterior
very worn. Sheep. Distal end humerus. Fragments of pelvis. 1 epiphysis. Ox.
Jaw fragments with 3 worn teeth. Goose. ~letacarpal. 2 proximal ends of phalanx
from the wing. Bird. Bone fragment, very immature.
Tk make up qf tk Structure III floors may have contained r""idual Phase I material.
Pig, Goat, Ox and Red Deer were pre:-.ent and two bones which had been cut could
not be identified.
Pig. Jaw showing Jst molar very worn, 2nd not worn, 3rd not erupted, I ulna.
Goat. Proximal half of radius. Ox. Shaft from mall metapodial, very chewed at
both ends. Red Deer. 1 tooth, unworn. Fragment of antler.
The Phase I animal remains all came from the fill of ditch D I.
Sheep.
haft of femur. Radius. Horse. I radius. Ox. Proximal end of
ulna. Radius. Fragment of ulna.
porrERV.
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,vtw Boditinn. R. L. S. Bruce·~1itford. 'The ,\rchacology or the Site or the Bodleian
Extension in Broad Street, Oxford', Oxonunna, IV (1939 , Bg--146.
Stacourl. M. Biddlc, 'The 0 crted Mcdie,al Village of Scacourt, 13< rk..', OXQniensia,
X''''. XXVII (1961 -2), 70 201
Apart from a small residual Prehistoric sherd and a fC'w herds of Romano-British
coarse , .. arc, the earliest pot from the it was an unglazed lim hcrd in a coarse sandy

fabric, from a mall hand-made cooking pot oflocal I;arly

,

FlO.

~1iddle

Saxon type

FIG.

8)."

8

Saxon rim :thud. (I).
SUI face outside Structure II I (layer 63 .); Lhere
\\ as no other Saxon material.
The volume of pauery from the ite w relatively low, partly becau.lI;c there ",,-as
little build-up of debris on the Coor l<"Vei. 1 he drains and ditches were urprisingly
empty, hO\\CVC'T. 'nlis lark of evidence mak it difficult to t"Stabli h any preci~ date
bracket for the occupation of the site. FurthcmlOre, the sherds tended to be worn and
abraded, which did not aid identification. ~ would be expected, the more cal\i1y

This was found in the old ground

recognizrd glazed warcs were few in numb". • ·one of the pottery could be attributed
to the .2th «ntury. howl"Vcr, and none of the decorated herds belonged to types
u ually ascribed to the first half of the. :Jlh century. Similarl)' there were none of the
very hard butT fabrics of the ,cry end of th • I dicval period, nor any' rudor Grecn "
nor recognizable 15th century type .

As the quantity of pol! ry was .mall and the .ite tratigraphy di,turbeci by roots,
no !itati tical anal~s have oct'n made. It wa, nOliceabIe ho,..'evcr that there "vcre
many morc sandy than ('oarse fabrics among the unglazrd herds, "hile everal glazed
herds were in a whitc-flcckrd coarst" fabric: this i~ in contra! t Lo l'ebworth (Site 4,
pp. 80 -9"
There "ere .<"Veral body herd, of ' M.40 Ware '. in a medium sandy
w1glazed fabric, with a distinctive body decoration (See Appendix 2, pp. 181-183), but
w1fortunatcly then- were 110 rim present. l'he mmt complete pots were the bases of
two unglazrd sandy cookin~-pots, found in situ in a small ~pe('iall)'-dug pit outside
Structure III I'll' Fig. 3). w.th parts of the bodies and rim.. around them. Although
pots were sorneltmcs u5C'd in house foundation ceremonir:s, lhne ".. re perhaps too far
from the building comple" to be assodated with it in this way, and were more probably
for storage of grain or other produce from which vermin had to be excluded.

Drsc"Plwns

(fiG. 9,

U nglaud Wares
.). Cooking-pot ba<e, with part. of TIm and body. Soft coarse ,andy fabric, light
brown/grey black. Rim pitH-hed from in,ide to produce long finger trails along the
top. L92). Cooking-pot bac;e, and part of rim. Simila.r fabric and colour to la t, with grey
deposit on rim perhaps produced by potash in the kiln. Plain rim. I-'ound upright
in pit with la'it {see also above.
These pots art" obvious.l}' contemporary, but the rims are not diagnostic of a
particular pt"riod in the 13th 01 14th centuric. Sherd-, of imiJar fabric in layer 44
II

I am grateful to Miu

r.

Bcreolford for this information.
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were in as~ociation with a !':maU glazed !>herd, probably 14th century (see below!, and
a large coa~e sandy sherd \ ..:ith some internal glaze.
3). Cooking~pot rim, coarse sandy fabric. Brown black. 13th century, c.g. Stacourl,

Fig. 22, 14. Layer 104.
4). Another. Medium 'and. Grey. ?13th century. Layers 65 66.
5). Large cooking·pot or storage jar nm. Coals(" fabric with flint, etc. Fingerpres<ed on out,ide of rim. 13th century. Churchill, 68-9. Layer 2.
6). Another. Hard, medium ,andy fabric. R"d-hrown, grey core. Applied
thumbed oblique ribbon on e.xterior. Squared-off rim of 14th century type {S,aeourl,
Fig. 26 /. Two. herds in the same layer arc probably from (hi vessel, and have glaze
on the interior. A complete bowl, similar in size, shape, fabric and glaze, came from
the deserted site at Woodperry, Oxon. (Ashmolean l1useum, acc. no. 1873.23) .
7). Anothl'r.

Similar fabric.

Red-brown /grey.

Finger-pressed trail on exterior

below rim. 14th century. Layer 84.
8" Deep howl rim. Similar fabric. A bowl having this rim form is unusual.
Layer I, with sherds from 4/2, and possibly 63/1.
9' . Cooking-pot rim. Coarse sandy fabric. Buff. 14th century. Layer 43. Down·
turned flanges are unu ual in the Oxford region.
'~1.-IO Ware' sherds, from layers g/ I, 32/ 1, 33, 37, 39, 41'1 and unstratified.
!\ledium and coarse sandy fabrics.
Glazed Wares
10;. Jug rim. Red-speckled buff fabric. Clubbed rim of typ" usually associated with
Brill. 14th century, if. Seacourt, Fig. 25, 2. Body sherd'i in this fabric came from layer
6.1
II). Bowl rim. Similar fabric. Glaze in the channel undercutting the exterior flange,
a Brill characteristic. 14th century. Layer 43.
12) . Body ,herd, with applied red and monochrome stamps. Highlydecoratcdjugs
arc usually ascribed to the second half of the 13th and the fir,t half of the 14th centltries.
This example is not a type found in Oxford, and may have come from the London
basin. Lay.,. 45/ I.
Not illustrated: 1St half 13th '2nd half 14th century ,herds: Body ,herds from
two jugs with red clay strips, if. A"ew Bod/,iall, Fig. 25E. Layer 8+.
Body sherd from a red-speckled buff fabric jug with roul !ted red and monochrome
strips, and monochrome pad stamped with chequer pattern, as '.elL' Bodleian, PI. XII, 0,
and Seacourl, Fig. 25, I. Layer 4"2 ?
Shrrds from a three-decker jug, if. Bicesl" Priory, Fig. 8, 7. Layer 2.
Sherds of glossy green glazed red-speckled burr fabric. Probably 14th century.
Layer 32 13. 61.
Sherds of olive glazed light buff sandy fabric. Layer 45".
Base of large green glazed straight-sided jug, fabric as last, uut softer, if. ..Vew
Bodleian, Fig. 26, A, c. Layer 44 (see no. 2 above).
Base of small ?boltle.
Small sherd, ofwhite-Recked glazed ware, if. S,arourl, Fig. 21, I. P.-obablyearly
14th century. Layers 13 and 6g.
Sherd from red-speckled buff fabric jug, with exterior band of rilling, and mottled
~Tcen glaze on int. and ext. CJ. lvew Bodleian, Fig. 25, I).
1St half 14lh century, or
later.
DISCUSSION, INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Pre-il1,diel'al
The small number of prehistoric, Romano-British and Saxon residual
pottery sherds was insufficient evidence for pre-l\ledicval occupation on or
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adjacent to this site. These remains are from periods already well represented
in this area with the 1\1,40 sites [[, [2 and [4, of which the first lies close to
Lewknor.

Medieval chronoloJ!Y
From the pottery it appears that the life span of the excavated settlement
lay somewhere between 50 and [50 years with the probability that occupation
began during the mid [3th century and ended towards the finish of the [4th
century.
To the east end of the site mound F [ was not investigated, neither was its
relationship to the early phase of ditch D[a and the Phase I yard refuse level.
The mound F[ may be the heaped remains of earlier demolished buildings that
pre-date Structure II.
Only a vague date can be given to the coarse pottery from layers 95 and 74,
associated with Structures I and II, but the demolition and rebuilding of the site
(Phase II) may be concluded Witll more certainty. During the occupation of
Structure III, pottery refuse had been thrown down outside the nortll entrance
to Room [ onto ti,e old floor surface of Structure II 'layers 43 and 44 . ,\ high
proportion of this appeared to be [4th century accompanied by some residual
[3th century pottery. .\ similar a~emblage came from the re-cut ditch fills,
though sherds from the Structure III floor surface, notably layer 84, could all be
ascribed to the [4th century. The upper fill of the undisturbed Phase I ditch
D[ (layer 63'1, section M-N, Fig. 6), provided mainly unglazed pottery sherds
equally attributable to the late 13th or early 14th centuries. One sherd came
from a jug (sec Fig. 9, No.8), and bore similarities to the other 14th century
examples from the site, suggesting that Phase II began in the early 14th century.
The tiled hearth (F5) seerns to have been inserted towards the end of the
life of the building, as the fresh construction level was not completely swept away.
Character of the buildings
Structure I cannot be further commented upon without more excavation.
Although Structure II possibly stood at the same time as Structure I, it is in the
second structure that the first indication of the upper work and roof construction
exists. This was a three-roomed building some [I m. X 4' 5 m., probably with
a tiled roof, a wooden superstructure on dwarf walls and wattled upper walls
filled with daub composed of clay mixed witl! lime or chalk. For a tiled roof
the timbers were presumably framed.
The function of tI,is building is unclear prior to the internal alterations that
demonstrate its use as an outhouse possibly for corn drying. This means that the
domestic buildings remain unexcavated. Although the land boundaries (BJ- 4)
were probably associated with these buildings, cultivation was not in evidence.
Structure III is probably a domestic building and of a more elaborate design
than Structure II. Phase II probably represents a re-planning of the settlement
resulting in Structure II being demolished possibly before it had become derelict.
Although it was generally unusual for hearths to occupy smaller rooms at this
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time, the addition of an extra hearth (1'5) has u efully indicated that this huilding
was single storied, possibly with a 10mTc to remove the smoke. Hearths of
broken rooling tiles packed on edge as in 1'5 were dearly conlined to fairly
elaborate huildingsll and an identical example has been found in the late 13th
century manorial ai,led hall at Fulmer, Bucks."
fhc resulting image of Structure III is a single storey substantial building
with a tiled roof, and a wattle and dauh inlilkd wooden superstructure that r",ted
on dwarf stone \',alb. That the eaves overhung the w.,lls by up to o' 7; m. is
mdicated by the drainage ditch around Room.') (Section C--D, Fig. 5,. There
was no evidence about window.: no window gla." or leading was found.
The purpose of the :\. S. drainage channel through the east end of Structure
III was to transfer water from the yard to the exterior ditch via tilt-d archways
built into the foundations of Rooms 1 and 2. There was no direct evidence as
to wh tlH r the drainage channels inside the building were originally cO\'rred in,'5
but the absence of domestic rubbish both in the drain silts and in the outflow
residues indicated that they probably were, and with wood rather than stone
since the latter would have stood too proud of the floor. The purpose of Room 1
is unclear and I have not found any parallels for it. Why was the rain water
ditch (DI, channelled through the end of Room 1 causing so much of the floor
area in that room to be occupied hy the water channels ? There was no trace
of excrement either in the drains or outflow, hut this would have been washed
out by rain \I atcr. Possibly this was the south entrance to the site, the water
channrls being covered by floor boards.
Water must have been a very carefully conserved commodity here with the
water tahle 350--400 feet helow. This explains the presence of a dew pond
(F.G , and rain water in the deeper ditches "as probably collected for domr:;tic
an;mals, whil t roof water tanks were pnhaps kept in the yard for human consumption. Before piped water supplies such practice wa, common to all hill
farms in this area; in a dry summer, water carts had to besent down to the .pring
line.
The only non-local building materials employed on this site were limestone,
and roofing tile which probably came from a well-established kiln site. The
limestone "as of two types, that used for quoin\'oork \'0"-' generally of 10" quality
and crumbly and may have heen brought from the Wheatley quarrics. 16 Several
fragments of limestone rooling .late, probably from an adjacent undiscovered
building may have heen . upplied from a quarry producing a better lissile stone.

Historical 1I1ltrpretation
It is not possihle to establish the land ownership in tl,is area with certainty.';
The site has probably always been in Lewknor parish. Before the parish contraction in 1844 some 2,000 acres in the Chilterns formed three detached portions which
cr. A 14th ("entury hearth at Th~ ~ror('. Hera. .brA J., c.......... ('9.;19 . 14.8, PI. XIX.",
4

\1. F.lrlf."h awaiting puhlicnlion in RM>rdJ tif Buds.

\ilttn Fox, ''\ !\fonaSlic Homestead on Dean \toor. S. L>cvon', .\1«1.• 1rch., 11 (1958)~ I.p

,6 \\" . .1 Arkrll. Oxford SWIll 'Ig..n).
, V.CII. Oxcm., VIII, g8-109.
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were collectively named Lewknor Uphill. Although this area is recorded as
being divided into several named estates, in each case the manor lay outside this
area. Every Lewknor manor appears to be accounted for, and so it is unlikely
that the Sadler's Wood ite is manorial.
Two other deserted Medieval sites similarly situated and close by (A and B
on map, Fig. I), both suggest farmsteads. They display the same elaborate
building materials of lime mortar and roof tile as the present site, though their
topographical plans differ. This suggests that the Sadler's Wood site is yet another
farmstead. That the quality of building on all three sites is much above that
generally found on [4th century Medieval farms possibly indicates outside capital
for building. Abingdon Abbey held most of Lewknor and may have been the
absentee landlord of these three farmsteads. In [279,8 the Abbot of Abingdon
was recorded a~ holding 50 acres of woodland in demesne, the principal part
of which was Hailey Wood. It is quite possible that Hailey Wood may then
have included the area now known as Sadler's Wood, which contains this farmstead. It is interesting to note that the monastic homestead on Dean Moor'9
is dissimilar in layout to any other on the whole of Dartmoor.
The Sadler's Wood establishment probably had a mixed farming policy
with the surrounding heavy, stone-laden soil only tilled to supply the establishment's primary needs. The Abbot of Abingdon is also recorded a~ having received
pannage for swine that fed on the beech mast in Hailey Wood. Swine rearing
was probably a part of the economy of this farmstead.
The small quantity of animal bone and occasional oyster shell present did not
provide a good representation of the occupants' diet. The bulk of the domestic
rubbish was obviously thrown elsewhere than the area so far excavated.
Although archaeology was of little help in determining the reasons for
desertion, the late t pottery found indicated that the site was abandoned somewhere in the second half of the [4th century, although desertion may have taken
place as early as [350 A.D.

II V.C.H .• OXOtl., VIIl, 106.
"Aileen Fox,'.\ Monastic Farmstead on Dean :\1oor, S. Devon" .llttl. Arch., 11 1195B. LlI-15i.
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